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Water Cycte Bags

l'low we did it:

Materials List

ziploc@ brand sandwich bag

permanent marker (soft, felt"tipped)

water (1/5 cupi

biue food coloring (optionai)

tape

water cyle printab[e

Water Cycle Bags
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Step 1



Waler Cyde Bags

Gather your materia[s.

Smooth the Ziptoc@ brand bag out on a ftat surface.

Use the permanent marker to draw the water cycle

from the Water Cycte Printable on the bag. (Draw

carefully to avoid puncturing the bag,)

Pour Tscup of water into the bag (avoid fitting the

bag more than hatfway). Put one or two drops of

btue food coloring into the water.

Step 4
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Learn More!

Water Cycle Bags

Find a sunny window and tape the bag up. Tape the

bag at a stight angle to simutate the runoff and

cottection stages of the cycte.

Check in on the water cycle bag at different times

throughout the next few days. Do you see water

droptets form atong the bag from the condensation?

Eventuatty, you'[[ see streaks atong the side of the

bag as the droptets grow and drop down the side,

representing precipitation. From there, the water wilt

recottect and poolat the bottom. How does this

mimic the water cycle we see on Earth?

On Earth, the water cycle is influenced by many
things, such as energy from the sun, temperature,

and the force of gravity. What changes can you
make to your bag to observe some of these

factors? Try creating a second bag and placing it
in a different location (perhaps a shady window)
and see how the results differ. You can also leave

the bag for a few days and check on it at different
stages. See how time of day, temperature, and
amount of sunlight affects it!
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